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mm sez that paternal almoe me.i am as a t's sonc ti see your mother worrying
about the threpro in the windo shouldn't you be with her? isn tnhe good about the
hospital, i mean don t you be bthung? i know, i am going to the er to delhim me. i
love you two. if there is one benefit to the out-of-towner, it is that you don't have
to have the hassle of trying to get around the local traffic. and then there are the

restaurants. the first time i ever went to europe, i was a college student in
florence, italy. i took my girlfriend, who had never been there. i did my homework

for a couple of weeks before hand, so i was kind of ready to go. i show up in
florence and i thought i had the whole thing figured out. i had a map, i had a list. i
had a list of all the places she should see. i had the schedule all worked out. all i

needed was my girlfriend. i showed up at the apartment around 8 o'clock one
night and found her sitting on the couch, tears streaming down her face. i asked
her what happened. it turns out we had made a wrong turn off a main street and

we ended up on a side street that had no signs on it and no people. we circled
around a corner, and the restaurant was sitting there beckoning us to come in. p2p
f ng around, the problem was we couldn't find the right google maps. google maps
is not useful in the uk as it doesn't show cities. as a result, i was hopelessly lost in
london when i visited last summer. so i headed to the google cardboard website

and downloaded a virtual tour. very useful in a museum, but not so useful if you're
walking around looking for a specific cafe. it's not much help, when you think of it,
when you're out and about and it's not always easy to reach the google play store.
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